FOREWORD

"These Drill Notes for Boys have been made to assist Officers in the task of teaching Drill. They must not be seen as a replacement for Practical Drill or as a self teaching resource.

The notes have been carefully structured to highlight the important points of Drill in a way to involve Boys. Spaces have been left for Boys to complete notes and diagrams thus involving them in the learning process.

The notes were prepared by

Derrick Hannan and Andrew Main - Lieutenants 1 Airdrie Company.
3. **COMMANDS ON THE MARCH**

   a) On the Right Foot:
   
   SQUAD – HALT plus all Commands containing the word "RIGHT"

   b) On the Left Foot:
   
   All other Commands

   Tick the correct column for each of these commands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK TIME</th>
<th>RIGHT FOOT</th>
<th>LEFT FOOT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FORWARD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHANGE DIRECTION RIGHT, RIGHT FORM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQUAD WILL RETIRE, ABOUT TURN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON THE LEFT FORM SQUAD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHANGE STEP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INCLINE TO THE RIGHT, RIGHT INCLINE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. **TIMING OF COMMANDS**

   There is a **ONE** pace pause between the caution and executive

   eg. a)

   ![Diagram of command sequence]

   SQUAD pause HALT (check and Halt)

   b)

   ![Diagram of command sequence]

   Move to the Left

   LEFT TURN (pause) (Check and turn)
DRILL FUNDAMENTALS

1. Most Commands are divided into 3 parts:

   eg. TURN TO THE RIGHT INTRODUCTION CAUTION EXECUTIVE
       EXPLAINS WHAT BOYS HAVE TO DO WARNING SIGNAL TO ACT

   Divide the following Commands into 3 parts in the following way

   MOVE TO THE LEFT INTRODUCTION CAUTION EXECUTIVE

   a) SQUAD WILL RETIRE ABOUT TURN
   b) SQUAD WILL ADVANCE QUICK MARCH
   c) CHANGE DIRECTION RIGHT AT THE HALT RIGHT FORM
   d) AT THE HALT ON THE LEFT FORM SQUAD

2. Some Commands have only 2 parts

   ATTEN CAUTION SHUN EXECUTIVE

   Now do the following examples in the same way

   a) MARK TIME
   b) SQUAD NUMBER
   c) FOR WARD
   d) SQUAD HALT
Now do the following examples:

a) SQUAD WILL RETIRE, ABOUT - TURN

Start

DIRECTION - 

FORMATION - 

Finish

b) CHANGE DIRECTION LEFT, LEFT - WHEEL

Start

DIRECTION - 

FORMATION - 

Finish

c) SQUAD WILL ADVANCE, QUICK - MARCH

Start

DIRECTION - 

FORMATION - 

Finish
5. **INTRODUCTION TO THE COMMAND**

All Drill is based on 2 factors - **FORMATION** and **DIRECTION**

**FORMATION**

In Squad Drill there are 2 formations

Squad In

**DIRECTION**

**TURN ABOUT**, **ABOUT - TURN**

**TURN TO THE RIGHT**, **RIGHT - TURN**

**TURN TO THE LEFT**, **LEFT - TURN**

Drill is all about **CHANGING** or **MAINTAINING** each or both of these 2 factors.

eg. **TURN TO THE RIGHT**, **RIGHT - TURN**

Start

Finish

**DIRECTION** - **FORMATIONS** - **CHANGED**
NOTE 1: Look back at examples (a) - (e) you have just completed then answer these questions.

a) In column of threes, to change direction only the command is: (left or right)

b) In line, to change direction only the command is (2 examples)

NOTE 2: There are 2 commands to turn a Squad left or right.

a) ________________________________ TO THE RIGHT RIGHT - TURN
   Given if the Squad is at the Halt and is not to be moved.

b) ________________________________ TO THE RIGHT RIGHT - TURN
   Given (i) if the Squad is marching
   (ii) the Squad is at the Halt but is to be moved after turning.
   The next command would be __________________

Now do the following example

The Squad is to be turned but not moved.

_________________________ ABOUT - TURN

d) The Squad is either marching or is to be moved after turning.

_________________________ ABOUT - TURN
d) **CHANGE DIRECTION RIGHT, RIGHT - FORM**

Start

Finish

DIRECTION - 

FORMATION - 

e) **ON THE LEFT, FORM - SQUAD**

Start

Finish

DIRECTION - 

FORMATION - 
2 exceptions to the rule.

a)  
   \[ \text{Finish} \]

BY THE RIGHT, CHANGE DIRECTION
RIGHT, RIGHT WHEEL

Start

Although the marker is on the \underline{__________}, Boys must look to the \underline{__________} as they wheel to the Right. Once the Movement has been completed the command BY THE \underline{__________} will be given.

b)  
   \[
   \begin{array}{c}
   \text{Start} \\
   \text{Fin} \\
   \end{array}
   \]

BY THE LEFT, CHANGE DIRECTION LEFT,
LEFT - FORM

Although the marker is on the \underline{__________}, Boys must look to the \underline{__________} to stay in line. Once the movement has been completed the command BY THE \underline{__________} will be given.

**DRESSING**

When marching or marking time Boys keep in line by glancing occasionally to the \underline{__________} or \underline{__________} without turning their heads.

In these 4 movements, Boys take their dressing automatically.

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
THE DIRECTING FLANK

The Directing Flank is the side Boys look to in order to pick up their dressing or keep in line.

It is usually the side where the ____________________________ is.

BY THE _______________                BY THE _______________

So that Boys know where the directing flank is, it is added to commands to step off and after turns.

Complete the commands in this sequence

1. ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼
   ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼
   ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼
   SQUAD WILL ADVANCE
   BY THE ___________
   QUICK MARCH

4. ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼
   ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼
   ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼
   SQUAD WILL RETIRE
   ABOUT - TURN
   BY THE ___________

2. ▶▶▶▶▶
   ▶▶▶▶▶
   ▶▶▶▶▶
   MOVE TO THE LEFT
   LEFT - TURN
   BY THE ___________

3. ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲
   ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲
   ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲
   MOVE TO THE LEFT
   LEFT - TURN
   BY THE ___________
BASIC POSITIONS

STAND EASY

Body, Head, Arms and Legs

Feet turned out at an angle of about ___

Gap of ____ from ___ to ___

STAND AT EASE

Head and Eyes

Hands

Arms

Feet position same as "Stand Easy"

ATTENTION

Head and Eyes

Arms

Body

Heels

Wrists Hands Knuckles Thumbs

Feet

To 'stand at ease' from 'stand easy' the command '_______' is given. When coming from 'stand at ease' to 'attention' and vice versa, the _________ leg is moved, without _________.
ELEMENTARY DRILL DEFINITIONS

Alignment
Any straight line on which a body of Boys is formed, or is to form.

Rank
Boys side by side on the same alignment.

Dressing
Taking up alignment correctly.

Interval
The space between Boys on the same alignment.

Single File
A single rank of Boys turned to a flank.

Frontage
The extent of ground covered laterally by any body of Boys.
TURNING AT THE HALT (contd)

LEFT-TURN
Same as 'Right Turn' except turn is made on __________ of __________ foot
and __________ of __________ foot.

RIGHT/LEFT INCLINE
Same as Right/Left Turn, except Boys only turn half-way.

ABOUT-TURN
Same as 'Right Turn' except turn to face rear.

SALUTING
SALUTE TO THE FRONT, SALUTE

Fingers

Point of forefinger

Tips of finger, wrist, elbow

TIMING: UP TWO THREE DOWN }

count 4

On count of '4'

hand brought up to head in a

movement or count of '1'

FALL-OUT
Turn __________, count to __________ paces in __________ time, then break off.

DIS-MISS
Turn __________, __________, count to __________ paces in __________
time, then break off.
FALLING IN

FALL-IN

Boys take up the position of _______ standing _______ by _______

DRESSING, RIGHT-DRESS

Boy on Right Flank

Head and eyes

Fist

Body

FINAL POSITION

To get in position take

Raise Right Arm _______
Hold arm _______ to the ground

Head and eyes turned to _______
Arms _______ in succession from the _______ when steady

TURNING AT THE HALT

TURN TO THE RIGHT,
RIGHT-TURN

FINISH

Bring _______ foot up to _______ foot

Do not _______

Position of _______

Knees kept _______

Swing round on _______ of right foot and _______ of left foot.

START

Arms kept _______

Direction

Starting Position
TURNING ON THE MARCH

MOVE TO THE RIGHT, RIGHT-TURN

---

Pace taken with _____ foot

Command given on ______ foot.

Swivel to ______ on ______ of ______ foot

Right

Turn

Full pace forward in new direction ______ foot

---

LEFT-TURN

As above, except command given on ______ foot, check pace and turn on ______ foot, step off in new direction on ______ foot.

---

RIGHT/LEFT INCLINE

As above, except half-turn is made.

---

SQUAD WILL RETIRE, ABOUT-TURN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHECK</th>
<th>ONE</th>
<th>TWO</th>
<th>THREE</th>
<th>FOUR</th>
<th>STEP OFF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'Command is given on ______ foot and a check' pace is taken with ___ foot</td>
<td>Make a (T) shape by turning ___ foot</td>
<td>Make a (L) shape by turning ___ foot</td>
<td>Bring ___ foot to join foot facing new direction</td>
<td>Take a ___ pace with ___ foot</td>
<td>Step off on ___ foot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During movement arms are ____________________
MARCHING

a) QUICK MARCH

Arm swung from _______________ and kept _______________ without forcing

Front hand no higher than _______________

Front hand no further forward than _______________ and must not be swung across or away from the

Begin with _______________ foot, swinging _______________ arm forward.

Length of pace _______________

timing _______________

b) SQUAD-HALT

Command is given on _______________ foot

Full _______________ pace is taken by _______________ foot

______ foot is brought up to _______________ without _______________

Arms brought smartly

______

c) SLOW MARCH

Arms kept

______

Toe points _______________ and _______________ of shoe touches ground first

Length of pace _______________

timing _______________

Begin with _______________ foot

Halting is similar to Quick-time procedure
b) "... PACES STEP BACK-MARCH"

As for paces forward.

c) "... PACES RIGHT, CLOSE-MARCH"

Right foot is placed to right, and left foot brought to join it.

Size of pace ____________________

Timing is ________________________

Maximum number of paces is __________

Paces to the left are taken in similar fashion.
MARKING TIME

QUICK MARK TIME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heel kept under</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot raised</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Begin with _______ foot, timing _______ paces/minute.

Move can also be done from quick march. The command is '_______ ________', given on _______ foot.

A _______ pace is taken with the _______ foot, then begin marking time.

SLOW MARK TIME

As above except timing is _______ paces/minute and foot is raised _______

STEPPING FORWARD, BACK AND TO THE SIDE

a) ".... STEP FORWARD, MARCH"

Begin with the _______ foot

Length of pace is _________

Timing as in _________ time

Arms _______________________

Maximum number of paces is _________

Dressing is taken ______________________
SQUAD DRILL

FALLING IN

▲ Officer

Squad
Marker Take Post
Tallest on the ________, shortest on the ________.
In single rank _______________

▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

Squad _______________

Odd numbers, ___________ paces step ___________ March

▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

No. 1 Stand fast, ranks ________ and ________ - Turn

➢ ➢ ➢ ➢ ➢ ➢ ➢ ➢

➢ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

Form _______________, quick March

▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

______________, right - dress
### SQUAD DRILL DEFINITIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Squad in Line" /></td>
<td><strong>Squad in Line</strong>&lt;br&gt;Three ranks of Boys, front, centre and rear, with one pace distance between ranks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Squad in Column of Threes" /></td>
<td><strong>Squad in Column of Threes</strong>&lt;br&gt;A Squad in Line turned to a flank, i.e. threes one behind the other.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Covering" /></td>
<td><strong>Covering</strong>&lt;br&gt;The act of one Boy placing himself directly behind the Boy in front.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="A File" /></td>
<td><strong>A File</strong>&lt;br&gt;Boys, one behind the other, e.g. a front rank Boy and the centre and rear rank Boys behind him.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Blank File" /></td>
<td><strong>Blank File</strong>&lt;br&gt;A file without a centre rank Boy or without centre and rear rank Boys. It will always be the second file from the left when a squad is initially Fallen In.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Depth" /></td>
<td><strong>Depth</strong>&lt;br&gt;The ground occupied by a body of Boys from front to rear.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Distance" /></td>
<td><strong>Distance</strong>&lt;br&gt;The space between the ranks of a unit measured from the heels of one rank to the heels of the next.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MARCHING IN LINE

△ MOVING TO A FLANK

Officer

__________ to the Right,
Right-turn
By the
Quick March

Start

Finish

a) All Boys step off on the __________ foot.
b) Direction and Formation are both __________.

: If the Boys are already marching, then the command __________ is missed out.
d) If the Squad were moved to the left, then the command would be:

△

Officer

INCLINING

△

Officer

__________ to the Right
Right Incline
By the __________
Quick (or slow) March

Start

After Command
'Right Incline'

Finish

If the Boys are already marching, then the command '_________ _________' is missed out.
If the move were to be done to the left, then the command would be:

△
ADVANCING

a) In Line

Squad will _____________________________

By the ______________________________

Quick (or slow) March

Both formation and direction are ________________________________

All boys step off on the ______ foot.

b) In Column

Squad will _____________________________

By the ______________________________

Quick March

RETIRING

a) In Line

Squad will _____________________________

About-turn By the _____________________________

Start

Finish

In each case, direction is ___________ but formation is ___________.

If the Squad were at the halt, the command ____________ ____________ would have to be added.
THE BOYS' BRIGADE
DRILL NOTES

MARCHING IN COLUMN OF THREES

(a) Moving to a Flank

Move to the
Left, Left-turn
By the Right
Quick - March.

Start (at Halt)

The Formation ___________ and the Direction ___________.

(b) Wheeling

Change Direction Left,
Left Wheel

Start

The Formation ______ ______ ______
and the Direction ________________.
Outer Boys keep their dressing
by looking ____________ as
they wheel.

(c) Moving to a Flank (a) can also be carried out on the March

Move to the Left,
Left-turn. By the
Right.

Start (Marching)

These Movements can also be done to the Right.
CHANGING DIRECTION WHEN IN LINE

The formation at the start is squad in ________

△

Officer

Change direction Right, at the halt, Right-form

△

Officer

Forward March

This movement results in a ________ of direction while the formation (Squad in Line) stays the ________

It can be carried out from

i. Halt to Halt (as above)
ii. Halt to Move
iii. Move to Halt
iv. Move to Move

It can be carried out as a Change Direction ________ or ________

Starting Position

Direction at start

Stay as they are

Right incline

Right-turn

Movement in progress

The formation at the finish is squad in ________

Direction at Finish

Finish
FORMING SQUAD IN LINE FROM COLUMN OF THREES

The formation at the start is
Squad in ____________________

At the halt, on the left, form-squad
Officer

Quick-March
Officer

The movement results in a change
in __________ while the direction

__________________________

It can be carried out from
i. Halt to Halt (as above)
ii. Halt to Move
iii. Move to Halt
iv. Move to Move

Forming Squad on the right can also be carried out.
COMPANY DRILL DEFINITIONS. Contd..

Company in Column of Sections

Sections in line on parallel alignment at a distance from one another equal to their own frontage, plus three paces.

Interval

The space between Sections on the same alignment measured from the left hand Boy of one Section to the right-hand Boy of the next.

Distance

The space between Sections in column, measured from the heels of the front rank of one Section to the heels of the front rank of the next.
COMPANY DRILL DEFINITIONS.

Company In Line
Sections in Line, side by side on the same alignment, with three paces interval between them.

Company in Column of Threes
A Company in line turned to a flank.

Company in Line of Sections
Sections in Column of Threes formed on the same alignment, at an interval equal to their own depth.
FALLING-IN FOR COMPANY DRILL

Company Marker, take-post
Tallest on the right, shortest on the... in single rank...

Into two Sections -
Numbers _______ four paces step _______, numbers _______
four paces step _______ - march

Dressing without interval -
Company Number

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Odd numbers two paces step forward - march
Numbers _______ stand fast, ranks _______ and _______ - turn
Form Company, quick-march
Dressing _______ - dress
Section ___________________ fall in

Formation: Company in __________________ of

...
COMPANY DRILL FORMATIONS

1. COMPANY IN LINE

No.1 Section  
\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{Section Commander} \\
\text{Direction}
\end{array} \]

No.2 Section

2. COMPANY IN COLUMN OF THREES

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{Direction} \\
\text{Direction}
\end{array} \]

3. COMPANY IN LINE OF SECTIONS

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{Direction} \\
\text{Direction}
\end{array} \]

4. COMPANY IN COLUMN OF SECTIONS
POSITION AND DUTIES OF SECTION COMMANDERS

The Section Commander normally lines up with the Directing Flank and leads his Section from the front.

(a) In Line

New Direction

New Direction

Then About turn

Then Right Turn

Then Left Turn

New Direction

(b) In Column of Threes

New Direction

New Direction

Then About Turn

Then Right Turn

New Direction
COMPANY IN LINE ADVANCING

Company will advance by the Right, Quick-March

Each Section steps off at the same time

Starting and Finishing Direction

COMPANY IN LINE RETIRING

Officer

Company will Retire, About-Turn. By the Left, Quick-March

Final Direction

Starting Direction

COMPANY IN LINE MOVING TO A FLANK

Officer

Move to the Right, Right-Turn. By the Left.

Start

If this is carried out from the Halt then the Command Quick March is added.

Final Direction

In this case the formation at the start is Company in ________________.
The formation at the end is Company in ____________ __ __ ____________.
The formation has changed.
The direction has ________________.
COMPANY IN COLUMN OF THREES MOVING TO A FLANK IN LINE

Start

Move to the
Left, Left-Turn

By the Right

Finish

If this is carried out from the Halt, then the Command **Quick March** is added.
This movement can also be carried out moving to the Right.
In this movement the formation at the start is Company in ________ ________ ________
The formation at the end is Company in ________ ________ ________
The formation has ________. The direction has ________.

COMPANY IN LINE CHANGING DIRECTION

Change direction Right, at the
Halt, Right-Form

Quick March

Finish

This movement can be carried out from

i. Halt to Halt (as above)
ii. Halt to Move
iii. Move to Halt
iv. Move to Move

It can be carried out as a change direction ________ ________ or ________ ________ ________.
The movement results in a change of ________ ________ ________, whilst the formation stays the ________ ________ ________.
COMPANY IN COLUMN OF THREES FORMING LINE FACING THE SAME DIRECTION

At the Halt on the Left Form-Company

Officer

This movement can be carried out from

1. Halt to Halt
2. Halt to Move
3. Move to Halt (as above)
4. Move to Move

It can be carried out on the Right or Left

During this movement the direction _____ _____ _____ whilst the formation _____.

Finish

Start
CROSSWORD

Across

1. Line of ________ (8)
6. Same meaning as side (5)
7. The number of Company Drill Formations (4)
8. Half a turn (7)
11. "____ numbers two paces step forward march" (3)
12. Going round the bend (8)
13. Squad Drill Formations (4)
14. "Tallest on the ______" (5)

Down

2. Squad Drill Formation (6)
3. "In ______ Rank size" (6)
4. Each Section has one (9)
5. Same as moving forward (9)
9. The number of Squad Drill Formations (3)
10. "Shortest on the ______" (4)
COMPANY DRILL - SECTIONS ACTING INDEPENDENTLY

COMPANY IN LINE  FORMING  COLUMN OF SECTIONS  FACING A FLANK

At the Halt, into column of Sections facing right, Sections Right - Form
Quick March

The formation at the start is ____________

Complete the diagram

The formation at the finish is ____________

COMPANY IN COLUMN OF SECTIONS  FORMING  LINE  FACING A FLANK

By the Left. At the Halt, into line facing left, Sections Left-Form
Quick-March By the Right.

The formation at the start is ____________

Complete the diagram

The formation at the finish is ____________
At the Halt, on the Right, Form Column of Sections

No.2 Section Right-Turn
Right Wheel, Quick-March
Left Wheel, Section-Halt
Left-Turn
Dressing Right-Dress

Complete the diagram
Indicate Direction at Finish
The formation at the finish is

The formation at the start is
Company in Column of Sections  Forming Line  Facing the Same Direction

At the Halt, on the left, Form Line

No. 2 Section, Left-turn, Quick-March, Right-turn Section-halt, Dressing Right-Dress.

The formation at the start is __________

Complete the diagram

Indicate direction at finish

The formation at the finish is __________

Company in Line  Advancing in Columns of Sections

Advance in Column of Sections from the Right

Direction at Start

The formation at the start is __________ Starting Position

Quick March

Complete both diagrams

No. 1 Section

The formation at the finish is __________

No. 2 Section

Direction at Finish

By the Right

Finish
COMPANY IN COLUMN OF SECTIONS MOVING TO A FLANK IN COLUMN OF THREEES

Move to the Right in Column of Threes, Right-Turn By the Left Quick March

Starting Position

The formation at

Direction at Start

Direction at Finish

The formation at the finish is

Complete the diagram

COMPANY IN COLUMN OF THREEES FORMING COLUMN OF SECTIONS FACING THE SAME DIRECTION

At the Halt, into on the Left. Form-Sections Quick March

The formation at the start is

Direction at Start

The formation at the finish is

Complete the Command

Complete the diagram

Indicate direction at finish
COMPANY MOVING IN COLUMN OF THREES FORMING COLUMN OF SECTIONS FACING A FLANK

▲
Officer

At the Halt.
Facing Left
Form _________

Complete the Command

No.2 Section
Right Wheel
Left Wheel
Section-Halt
Left-Turn
Dressing
Right-Dress

The formation at the start is _________

Direction at Start

Starting Position

No.1 Section

Halt
Left-Turn
Dressing
Right Dress

The formation at the finish is _________

Complete the diagram

Indicate direction at Finish

Finish
COMPANY MOVING IN COLUMN OF THREES

Move to the Left, in Column of Sections

MOVING TO A FLANK

Starting Position

The formation at the start is __________

IN COLUMN OF SECTIONS

Complete the diagrams

Indicate directions at finish

No.1 Section Commander

No.1 Section Left-Turn By the Right

No.2 Section Commander

No.2 Section Left-Turn By the Right

Intermediate Position

The formation at the finish is __________

Finish
The Boys' Brigade Drill Notes

Company Moving in Column of Sections
Changing Direction

- Officer
  - Change Direction Right

No.1 Section Commander
  - No.1 Section Right-Form Forward
  - then

No.2 Section Commander
  - No.2 Section Forward

Complete the diagram and command
  - Finish

Company Moving in Column of Threes
Forming Line of Sections
Facing the Same Direction

- Officer
  - At the Halt, on the Left, Form Line of Sections

No.2 Section Commander
  - No.2 Section Left-Wheel

No.1 Section Commander
  - No.1 Section Halt

No.2 Section Commander
  - Right-Wheel Section-Halt

Complete the diagrams indicating direction
  - Finish

Starting Position
  - Intermediate Position
  - Finish
COMPANY IN LINE OF SECTIONS

By the Right into Column

Facing Right Sections

Quick March

Complete the Commands

Complete the Diagrams

MOVING TO A FLANK

IN COLUMN OF THREES

Starting Position

Finish

Intermediate Position

Officer  By the Left
Into line

Facing Left,
Sections
Left
By the Left
Quick-March

Starting
Position

The formation at the start is

Intermediate
Position

Finish

The formation at the finish is
Complete the diagrams
Indicate direction

The formation at the start is

Intermediate Position

At the Halt
into line
on the Left
Form - Sections

The formation at the finish is

Finish